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The muon o!ine reconstruction e"ciency is a
basic performance measurement which is used by
all physics analyses with one or more muons in the
final states. The general analysis strategy in AT-
LAS accounts for mismodeling of the reconstruc-
tion algorithm performance by scaling the simu-
lation prediction on an event by event basis by a
factor defined as the ratio between the e"ciency
measured in data and the e"ciency measured in
Monte Carlo by applying the same method used
to extract the e"ciency in data. The scaling fac-
tor must, therefore, be measured over a grid of
pT ! ! in order to closely follow the detector and
reconstruction algorithm features.

In spite of the typical high pT regime of the
program of physics measurements and searches
at LHC, there are many analyses which benefit
from a large acceptance for muons of low trans-
verse momentum. In addition to the heavy flavor
measurements, the Higgs search in the di-boson
final states, WW and ZZ has been an important
client of these performance measurements. The
gauge boson decays to lepton provide a clean sig-
nature, which however su#er of a limited statistics
in the scenarios of a light Higgs boson, which de-
cay more often in bb̄ and " "̄ pairs and to a lower
rate in boson pairs. As a consequence the ability
of relying on a well understood lepton e"ciency
at low pT allows to lower the pT selection thresh-
old and to increase the acceptance for the signal.

The measurement of the muon reconstruction
e"ciency is extracted from data using standard
physics candles which are the decay of the Z bo-
son to the di-muon final state, which allows to
probe the muon reconstruction e"ciency at in-
termediate pT values (pT " 45GeV), and the
J/$ # µµ decay which provides a large sample
of relatively low transverse momentum muons. In
both cases, the procedure applied to derive the
reconstruction e"ciency in data is the so-called
“tag and probe” method. Here we concentrate on
the low transverse momentum e"ciency measure-
ments. The procedure and the measurements ob-
tained with the 2010 data are described in details
in [1]. The full results on 35 pb!1 of data are de-
scribed in [2]. This document has later been used
as one of the basic contribution to the preparation

of a paper, currently in the process of being sub-
mitted for publication, which collects the ATLAS
Muon Spectrometer performance studies with the
2010 data. In the analysis described in [2] it
was shown that calorimeter tagged muons, can be
used as a very clean alternative sample of probes
to the standard selection consisting of tracks re-
constructed in the Inner Detector. Calorimeter
tagged muons are ID tracks whose extrapolation
to the calorimeter satisfy some requirements cor-
responding to the pattern of energy deposition ex-
pected for a minimum ionizing particle. The scale
factor measured as the fraction of calo-tagged
muon probes which is reconstructed in the muon
spectrometer was found in good agreement with
the scale factor measured as the fraction of ID
track probes reconstructed as muon. This obser-
vation is clearly useful because it allows to per-
form a measurement a#ected by a very limited
statistical and systematic error arising from the
small background in the probe sample.

Two categories of muons are reconstructed
in ATLAS using the Muon Spectrometer data:
Combined (CB) muons, that require the recon-
struction of consistent tracks in the MS and in the
ID, and Segment tagged (ST) muons, that give
additional e"ciency as they can recover muons,
typically of low pT , which did not cross enough
precision chambers to allow an independent mo-
mentum measurement in the MS. The two classes
of muons are implemented in two di#erent re-
construction chains, hereafter referred as chain 1
(Staco) and chain 2 (MuId).

The analysis strategy has been applied for the
determination of the muon reconstruction e"-
ciency at low transverse momentum in the 2011
data, with minor modifications related to the dif-
ferent data taking conditions, listed below:

• data are split into two periods because a
4% di#erence in e"ciency was discovered
between data taken before September 2011
(Periods B-K) and data taken after Septem-
ber 2011 (Periods L-M);

• use of calorimeter-tagged inner detector
probes as the baseline (and accordingly, the
use of the linear background as baseline);
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Figure 1. Reconstruction e"ciency for chain 2
combined (CB) and combined + segment tagged
(CB +ST) muons using calorimeter-tagged (calo-
tagged) tracks as probes for 2011 collision data
from September through October. The solid er-
ror bars represent the statistical uncertainty and
the hashed error bands represent the total un-
certainty (systematic + statistical uncertainties
added in quadrature). The systematic uncertain-
ties are calculated by finding the maximal posi-
tive and negative variation from the baseline ef-
ficiency of di#erent fitting methods that vary the
signal shape, the background shape, and the fit-
ted populations. In addition, a constant system-
atic is applied to account for pileup and run con-
ditions.

• use of EF mu6 Trk Jpsi as primary trigger
(as opposed to single muon triggers used
in 2010); This is a J/$ trigger where one
of the two muons is not biased by a single
muon trigger or by standard muon recon-
struction algorithms and is therefore suit-
able to select a probe sample; EF mu18, a
single muon trigger with threshold on the
muon pT equal to 18 GeV was also used to
increase statistics and to allow a sampling
of events from all run periods.

The full set of results released by the Collabora-
tion for this analysis can be found at [3]. A few
example plots are reported in figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 2. The plot shows the chain 1 combined
(CB) muon e"ciency scale factors using calorime-
ter tagged (calo-tagged) inner detector tracks as
probes for the pT range: 10 GeV 15 GeV. The
scale factors are calculated by dividing the data
e"ciency by the MC e"ciency and adding the
statistical errors in quadrature. The error bars
represent the statistical uncertainty while the er-
ror bands represent the statistical and systematic
uncertainties added in quadrature. The system-
atic uncertainties are calculated by finding the
maximal positive and negative variation from the
baseline scale factor for di#erent fitting methods
that vary the signal shape, the background shape,
and the fitted populations. Also, a systematic
is applied to account for running conditions and
pileup. The Z scale factors also use calo-tagged
probes and are for the 15 < pT(GeV) < 20 region.
Both the J/$ and Z measurement span the 2011
collision data from September through October.
The error bars on the Z scale factors represent
only the statistical error.


